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Abstract: This article reviews the current state of the art in understanding TWinning-Induced Plasticity (TWIP) steels with an emphasis on linking microstructure to the mechanical behavior through microstructure-aware constitutive models. A materials selection exercise is conducted to substantiate that TWIP steels are more desirable than most other materials for structural and safety components of automobiles. Gaps in the knowledge of TWIP steels that are hindering adoption for automotive applications are identified. This review concludes by suggesting fundamental research needs to promote the design of TWIP steels with improved properties and performance for structural components in automotive applications.
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1. Introduction

TWinning-Induced Plasticity (TWIP) steels have highly desirable properties exhibiting both high strength and large ductility in a sheet form suitable for automotive applications. Their composition consists of a high amount of Mn, from 20-35 wt.% with alloying additions that may include <3% Al, <3% Si, <1.5% C, and sometimes other microalloying elements. The structure of TWIP steels is face-centered cubic (fcc), i.e., austenite, with a low stacking fault energy (SFE) that promotes deformation twinning. The twinning both increases the strength via additional hardening and extends ductility. The strength and ductility of these high Mn TWIP steels are considerably greater than all other classes of steels for automotive applications as illustrated in Fig. 1. These exceptional set of properties make them ideal for automotive frame and safety structures since the increase in ductility enables the formation of more complex parts in a single step while the increased strength allows the designer to use thinner sections, reducing the weight, while maintaining collision energy absorption performance. The significant weight reduction and the potential reduced product liability justify their increased cost, roughly 1.6 to 1.8 times conventional steels.

Even with all of these desirable properties, TWIP steels have not been introduced in the production components [1]. One of the main reasons is the limited understanding of the mechanical behavior of these steels, important for predicting the forming response, their weldability, and service response including fatigue and crash energy absorption.
2. Materials Selection Exercise for a Strong, Ultralight, Low Cost Bumper

The Ashby approach [2] was used to conduct a material selection study for a strong, ultralight, low cost mobile bumper. The exercise was framed as a conflicting objective problem with one objective being the ability of the material to maximize energy absorption per unit mass and the other being the need to minimize the cost since to be competitive in the automobile industry, cost is a critical consideration. There are several constraints to consider. The most important ones being that the bumper should not plastically deform or fracture under low forces (e.g., when automobile travelling less than 4 km/hr) and limit on how much it can deflect. Also, only materials that can be shaped into a dished structure are included. Thickness of the sheet is a free variable since it can be different for each material. These design requirements are summarized in the translation table given in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Design Requirements for an Automobile Bumper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Function</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Objective</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Constraints</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Free Variables</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The energy absorbed per unit volume is given by
\[
U = \int_0^{\varepsilon_f} \sigma \, d\varepsilon = \sigma_f \varepsilon_f
\]  
(1)
where \( \sigma_f \) is the tensile strength and \( \varepsilon_f \) is the elongation in terms of fracture strain. The mass per unit sheet area \( m_A \) is given by
\[
m_A = \rho t. 
\]  
(2)
Therefore, the energy absorbed per unit mass for a given unit sheet area is
\[
U = \frac{\sigma_f \varepsilon_f}{\rho t}. 
\]  
(3)
The objective is to maximize this function.

The other objective is to minimize cost. The objective function is given by
\[
C_A = \rho t C_m
\]  
(4)
where \( C_A \) is the cost per unit sheet area and \( C_m \) is the price per mass of the material. The objective is to minimize this function.

We still need to eliminate the free variable \( t \) from the two objective equations (Eq. 3 and 4). This is accomplished by using one of the constraints. In this exercise, the strength constraint is used. Since the bumper must not plastically deform or fracture under low force, the force must be less than the critical force which is related to the strength of the material assuming deformation is due to bending,
\[
F < C \frac{I \sigma_f}{y_m L}
\]  
(5)
where \( I \) is the second moment of area, \( y_m \) is the distance from the neutral surface to outer surface (half the height of a symmetric beam), \( L \) is the length of a section of the bumper, and \( C \) is a parameter that relates to how the bumper is loaded (e.g., cantilever, three-point bending, and so on). Both \( I \) and \( y_m \) depend on thickness. The shape of the component is also highly critical, but it is likely that the shape factor, at least considering steel sheets, is similar for all steels, so for now, this is assumed to be constant, though this could be considered in a future analysis. Then the bending of a sheet having unit width is assumed for simplicity. Hence, \( I = t^3 / 12 \) and \( y_m = t / 2 \). Thus, at the critical force,
\[ F = C \frac{t^2 \sigma_f}{6L} . \]  
(6)

Solving for thickness,

\[ t = \sqrt[3]{\frac{6FL}{C\sigma_f}} . \]  
(7)

For a given design with fixed function and geometry, this shows that thickness can be reduced with strength increase according to

\[ t \approx \sqrt[3]{\frac{1}{\sigma_f}} . \]  
(8)

The energy absorbed per unit mass is given by substituting Eq. 7 into Eq. 3,

\[ U = \frac{C^{1/2} \sigma_f^{3/2} \varepsilon_f}{(6FL)^{1/2} \rho} \]  
(9)

and the cost per unit sheet area is given by substituting Eq. 7 into Eq. 4,

\[ C = \frac{6FL}{C\sigma_f} \rho C_m . \]  
(10)

These objective equations contain the functional, geometric, and material requirements.

The material indices are the factors that are associated to the material properties. Since we are interested in evaluating conflicting indices, for convenience and consistency, all material indices are written so the objective is always to minimize each index. Therefore, the material index for maximizing energy absorption per unit mass is given by

\[ M_1 = \frac{\rho}{\sigma_f^{3/2} \varepsilon_f} \]  
(11)

where the objective is now to select a material that minimizes this index.

The material index for the second objective associated with minimizing cost is given by

\[ M_2 = \frac{\rho C_m}{\sigma_f^{1/2}} \]  
(12)
and again the objective is to minimize this index.

A plot of the two conflicting material indices, generated using CES EduPack 2011 [3] is shown in Fig. 2. For this exercise, materials that could not conceivably be shaped into a dished structure using a deep drawing process were screened out. In addition, only materials with a minimum strength of 200 MPa (arbitrarily chosen for the time being) were included. The trade-off surface is shown. Viable choices that offer the best compromise lie along this surface. Those materials near the upper left part of the curve are low cost but do not have the best energy absorption properties, whereas the materials near the lower right part of the curve have good energy absorption properties, but cost more. It is quite clear that TWIP steels, even though they cost more than conventional steels, have a potentially high payoff because of the significant increase in the energy absorption capability compared to all materials that meet the screening constraints with relatively small increase in cost compared to other advanced high strength steels (AHSS). Interestingly, other AHSS such as dual phase (DP) steels, complex phase steels, and high strength low alloy (HSLA) steels are clearly far from the trade-off surface and hence are not as desirable and generally would be rejected as not being a member of the Pareto set based on the conflicting objectives defined in this exercise. Transformation-induced plasticity (TRIP) steels do not show up because they do not pass the screening stage for shaping. This plot also shows that Al alloys, Mg alloys, and glass fiber-reinforced epoxy composites are also dominated solutions and therefore not as advantageous as TWIP steels particularly with regard to energy absorption. The use of Al alloys in the structural applications of autos is also being pursued [4]. For structural applications in automobiles, the lower strength of Al alloys is a limiting factor along with good deep drawing behavior and impact energy absorption. This simple analysis shows Al alloys are comparable in cost but not as beneficial in energy absorption capability compared to TWIP steels. Higher strength Al alloys also tend to be susceptible to intergranular corrosion degradation [4]. This analysis shows that TWIP steels can provide a large jump in capability when used in structural applications of automobiles while not significantly increasing cost compared to all other possible materials that are currently on the market. Certainly, this simple analysis does not take into consideration several factors such as the low initial yield strength of some TWIP steels, dynamic loading response, fatigue behavior, welding properties, energy for shaping, etc.
Fig. 2. Trade-off plot with most desired material lying in the lower left corner showing all materials in the CES Level 3 database [3] that pass the screening constraints. The TWIP steel in the database is representative of the composition Fe-18Mn-1.3Al-0.6C-0.37Cr-0.2Si-0.1Ni with nominal yield strength of 500 MPa and ultimate tensile strength 980 MPa. This chart was created using CES EduPack 2011 from Granta Design (www.grantadesign.com).

3. Literature Review on the Mechanical Behavior of TWIP Steels

3.1 Deformation Mechanisms

TWIP steels fall under a class of low-SFE fcc alloys that exhibit an interesting competition between dislocation slip, deformation twinning, and martensitic transformation. The most promising TWIP steels for automotive applications tend to suppress the martensitic transformation, exhibit dislocation slip early in the deformation process with deformation twinning becoming active after a threshold level of strain reached (of order of 5%, though can vary with SFE, grain size, temperature, etc.) [5-10]. For strains less than the threshold, hardening is due to dislocation slip-slip interactions. Slip-twin interactions are responsible
for hardening at strains past the threshold until the twinning volume fraction reaches a saturation level. As a result of both dislocation slip and deformation twinning being active, these alloys exhibit extended ductility in comparison to other high strength steels that do not exhibit a twinning mechanism.

In the early stages of deformation dominated by dislocation slip-slip interactions, planar glide is often observed and dislocation cell formation is rarely reported [11]. The low SFE promotes planar slip and hinders the development of in-grain misorientations. Therefore, the slip length is comparable to the initial grain size up to the onset of twinning [12, 13]. The low SFE is critical for increasing the dislocation density while maintaining relatively large homogeneous slip lengths [10, 13]. Recently, dislocation cell formation was observed using electron channeling contrast imaging (ECCI) with resolution between transmission and scanning electron microscopy [14, 15]. Dislocation cell formation is observed in <001>-oriented grains when loading in tension [15, 16]. Dislocation cell formation appears to be desirable in that it can lead to exceptional ductility and strengths, for example, UTS near 1.6 GPa in Fe-30Mn-2Al-1.2C [15]. The exceptional ductility and strength is explained by multistage strain hardening [13, 15]: first planar dislocation slip activated as commonly observed in low SFE alloys. With additional strain, wavy slip is promoted leading to dislocation cell configurations with continuing refinement as stress increases, though as noted earlier, this may not be always observed. The nucleation of deformation twins requires a combination of a critical dislocation density coupled with maintaining relative large homogeneous slip lengths [13]. The activation of deformation twinning extends ductility and strain hardens the alloy even further. Finally, the activation of a secondary twin system may occur with onset of extensive twin intersections further strain hardening the alloy [6, 13].

There are a couple of mechanisms that have been proposed to explain the observed hardening in TWIP steels due to addition of deformation twinning. The most common explanation of high strain hardening and high tensile strength is related to the refinement of the microstructure with the formation of very fine twins, which are obstacles to dislocation movement [17]. Hence, one hardening mechanism is dislocation slip interacting with twin boundaries that increases dislocation storage and reduces the mean free path (MFP) of dislocations in grains where twins are present, sometimes called the dynamic Hall-Petch effect [10, 17-19]. Essentially twin boundaries can be treated as grain boundaries with possibly different strengths for slip transmission. The MFP represents the average distance a dislocation travels before becoming stored and therefore is a key microstructure parameter related to hardening.

In fcc alloys, a mechanical twin is produced by the glide of a/6<112> partial dislocations creating stacking faults on successive parallel {111} planes. The faulted region is still fcc but in a twin orientation compared to the matrix. ε-martensite occurs when the same dislocations glide on every second {111} plane forming a hexagonal closed-pack (hcp) structure. The energetic cost for creating these defects is strongly dependent on the SFE. The transformation to martensite also is influenced by SFE, so twin formation competes with the formation of martensite phases depending on the chemical composition and temperature, both of which influence the SFE. As the SFE decreases, the active deformation
mechanism transitions from dislocation slip, to twinning, and then to martensitic transformation (first $\varepsilon$-martensite, then $\alpha'$-martensite) [20-22]. Since SFE increases with temperature, this same ordering of active deformation mechanisms is expected as temperature is decreased. Allain et al. [21] studied TWIP steel with composition Fe-22Mn-0.6C at different temperatures (-196°C, 20°C, 420 °C). Martensitic transformation occurs when SFE is below 18 mJ/m² and twinning is active between 12 and 35 mJ/m², with 20 mJ/m² being the most commonly reported value of the intrinsic SFE at room temperature [1]. The SFE at different temperatures is calculated by accounting for the variation in the Gibbs energy. An iso-SFE line plot as a function of C and Mn percent is shown in Fig. 3. The SFE of Fe-22Mn-0.6C at room temperature is 19 mJ/m² and at 400°C is 80 mJ/m² [21]. Dumay et al. [23] also present a thermodynamics-based model for calculating SFE and showed that Al strongly increases SFE, Cu increases SFE, while Cr decreases SFE. Increasing Si tends to sustain the austenite to $\varepsilon$-martensite transformation. The aim of TWIP steel design is typically to find the sweet spot where deformation twinning is promoted and martensitic transformation is suppressed at the relevant service temperature. A review on methods to calculate the SFE is provided in Ref. [24].

The additions of Mn and C stabilize the fcc austenite ($\gamma$) phase as shown in Fig. 4 [25]. The compositions that exhibit intense mechanical twinning during tensile deformation are shown in Fig. 5. These compositions tend to be fully austenitic and maintain the austenitic structure during deformation. This figure also shows the compositions that promote strain-induced transformation of austenite to $\varepsilon$-martensite (hcp structure) and $\alpha'$-martensite (body-centered cubic (bcc) structure). For example, transformation to $\varepsilon$-martensite is favorable to occur first for the composition Fe-18Mn-3Al-3Si-0.04C, then deformation twinning becomes the dominant process in the strain regime from 0.14 to 0.35 [13]. The formation of $\alpha'$-martensite tends to reduce ductility and is generally not desirable. It forms at lower temperatures after $\varepsilon$-martensite has formed [26]. For the compositions in the region of intense mechanical twinning shown in Fig. 5, the mechanical twinning may occur with minimal amount of plastic strain and it has been observed to be activated for strains as low as 2% [21, 27, 28]. Fig. 5 shows that if C is low, more Mn is needed to prevent strain-induced transformation to martensite.

Hadfield steel, also known as Mangalloy, with nominal composition Fe-12Mn-1.1C shown on Fig. 4 is a classic steel invented in the 1880s known for high impact strength and resistance to abrasion. It was later understood, around the 1950s, that the high strength and abrasion resistance is associated with a twinning mechanism active due to the low SFE [1, 29, 30].

An important difference between deformation twinning and slip is that twinning depends more strongly on direction of shear [31]. The shear stress across the twinning plane and resolved in the twinning direction should be positive. A negative shear (shear in other direction) does not cause twinning. In general, when twinning is the primary deformation mechanism, the flow stress tends to increase with increasing temperature because the SFE increases suppressing the deformation twinning mechanism. In addition, the steady-state flow stress decreases with increasing strain rate particularly over intermediate strain rates
(10^{-2} to 10^{1} 1/s) in Fe-22Mn-0.6C [32], opposite that of dislocation slip deformation mechanism. This is attributed to localized heating promoted by concentrated planar slip in bands enhanced by the low thermal conductivity of TWIP steels and is usually observed when dynamic strain aging (DSA) occurs. This is referred to as inverse or negative strain rate sensitivity (nSRS) [18, 32, 33].

The critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) for twinning can depend on the applied stress, temperature, pre-strain, grain size, and strain rate [31]. The nucleation of twins is likely assisted by the stress concentrations at locations of dislocation pile-ups since the CRSS for twinning is initially higher than that for dislocation slip [1].

Two twinning systems are sequentially activated in most grains controlled by the crystallographic orientation of the austenite grain after some initial dislocation slip [34]. New twins generally do not extend beyond either previously formed twins or grain boundaries. The secondary twin system activated form in the interspaces between the twins of the first system and are blocked by them. TEM observations show that microtwins of the order of 10 nm thick are generally grouped closely together into stacks ranging of 100 nm to 1 μm thick [34]. The thickness of twins or stacks of microtwins scales with the shear strain [34]. So a twin is first nucleated and then it thickens with subsequent applied shear stress. Allain et al. [34] developed a model that can predict twin thickness and the stress field around twins.

Texture plays a key role in twinning activation and kinetics [28]. The austenite grain orientation determines which twinning system is activated [6-8] and can often be related to the Taylor factor that links the resolved shear stress and strain to the tensile stress and strain of a polycrystal [8]. Initially, only one twin system operates depending on the orientation of the grain. For tensile loading in the <111> direction, the orientations near <111> are first favorable for activation [7, 35]. In the <001> grains, equiaxed dislocation cells have been observed with minimal or no deformation twins [6, 14, 15]. In fact, the dislocation substructure formation is critical in the early stages of deformation of Fe-22Mn-0.6C [7]. With further deformation, secondary twin system may be activated in the <111> grains [6]. For compressive loading, the trend reverses with <001>-oriented grains being more favorable for twinning and <111>-oriented grains unfavorable [35]. The maximum Schmid factors shown in Table 2 can explain these relative differences in tension and compression.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Orientation</th>
<th>Tension Slip</th>
<th>Tension Twinning</th>
<th>Compression Slip</th>
<th>Compression Twinning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;001&gt;</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;101&gt;</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;111&gt;</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Maximum Schmid factors for dislocation slip and mechanical twinning [35]
TWIP steels are expected to develop brass-type \{110\}<112> texture with large deformation during both cold rolling (>30% strain) [36] and uniaxial tension [37] due to their low SFE. High SFE promotes Cu-type texture. However, even when the SFE is low and the deformation is localized, for example, when PLC bands form, Cu-type texture has been observed in low-SFE TWIP steels [38]. This observation is attributed to the increase in temperature and hence increase in the local SFE from the near adiabatic heating conditions in the PLC bands enhanced by the low thermal conductivity of TWIP steels [38]. The evolved texture is still primarily controlled by the slip deformation, because the volume fraction of the twins is still relative small in comparison [10, 28, 38].

Annealing twins are observed in Fe-22Mn-0.6C TWIP steels in some of larger grains before testing because of the low SFE [39]. At low tensile strain (10% strain), there is a strong interaction between grain orientation and twinning activity, with some grains containing deformation twins and others not, depending on the crystal orientation of each grain [5, 39]. At high strains, most grains with average grain size of 11.5 µm contain deformation twins [39]. The grain rotations during large deformations are different in compression and tension in TWIP steels as observed in EBSD images of Fe-33Mn-2.93Al-3Si (wt%) [40]. During tension deformation the matrix grains with twins rotate towards the <111> directions, favoring further twinning, while compression deformation brings matrix grains with twins towards the <101> directions, suppressing further twinning. Even with all of this twinning deformation activity, the twin volume fraction near the final stage of deformation remains relatively low and is generally no more than 10% [5].

Fig. 3. Carbon/manganese (wt. %) map at 300 K showing the calculated iso-SFE lines and the regimes of mechanical and thermal martensitic transformations proposed by Schumann [5]; to the right of the dash line, Fe₃C or Mn₃C carbides form at 973 K [21]. Reprinted with permission from Elsevier.
Fig. 4. Fe-Mn-C phase stability diagram at RT [25]. Reprinted with permission of the Materials Science and Technology (MS&T) sponsor societies.

Fig. 5. Fe-Mn-C phase stability diagram after tensile testing at RT [25]. Reprinted with permission of the Materials Science and Technology (MS&T) sponsor societies.
3.2 Stress-strain response

The tensile responses of several TWIP steels are shown in Fig. 6. These steels tend to have a yield strength in the neighborhood of 250 MPa when C content is low (<0.1%) [42-44] while it is higher, 400 to 600 MPa, when carbon is 0.6% particularly when microalloyed [5, 37, 41, 45-49], and exhibit a high rate of strain hardening with large ductility, reaching strains of 60%. This behavior results in considerable toughness, defined by area under stress-strain curve, in comparison to other advanced high strength steels and conventional steels, as shown in Fig. 6.

The jerky or serrated flow in the tensile response observed in the TWIP steel response at large strain in Fig. 6, is associated with the formation of Portevin-Le Chatelier (PLC) bands [33, 37]. Strain is localized in these bands and the strain rate is 10-20 times greater in the bands [1]. When this deformation process is active, these alloys exhibit nRS. The underlying phenomenon is thought to be related to the classical dynamic strain aging (DSA) mechanism, which describes the dynamic interaction between mobile dislocations and diffusing solute atoms [1]. Decreasing the grain size suppresses the serrated flow, likely due to the reduction in the planar slip length and ability to enhance dynamic recovery [50]. Alloying with Al tends to reduce the DSA [37]. The DSA mechanism increases strain hardening [51].

The influence of strain rate and temperature on the stress-strain responses of Fe-22Mn-0.6C with grain size of 3 μm is shown in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. The onset of jerky flow occurs at larger strain and higher stress as strain rate increases (Fig. 7) and is most prevalent at temperatures ranging from room temperature to 200°C (Fig. 8). Grain refinement increases the threshold stress with some reduction in ductility [25, 52]. Changes in grain size from 1 to 18 μm follow the Hall-Petch relationship, primarily affecting the threshold (i.e., initial yield) stress as shown in Fig. 9 [25]. The dislocation substructures that form depend on the grain size which in turn influences the twinning character [53]. Grain refinement in the μm range does not seem to suppress deformation twinning at least in Fe-22Mn-0.6C [6]. As grain size is increased, both the yield strength and ultimate tensile strength are reduced, basically following Hall-Petch while ductility increases [18]. The Hall-Petch parameters for twinning are similar to slip [6].

The exact process for the formation of PLC bands is unclear. In fact, the relative contributions to work hardening from mechanical twinning and DSA is still quite controversial [1]. There are other hypothesized mechanisms that may lead to the PLC band formation based on measurements of the local displacements [54]. Lebedkina et al. [54] proposed two possible processes: (1) Instability triggered by twinning only [55] and (2) PLC effect modified by the TWIP effect, though the explanation is not too clear. Perhaps it includes dislocation slip, twinning, and dynamic interaction of solutes with both dislocations and twins. Kim et al. [37] suggest that the observation of PLC bands at room temperature may be a DSA phenomenon controlled by the interactions between dislocations and point-defect complexes such as C-vacancy complexes. This mechanism is
suggested to operate because the diffusivity of the mobile interstitial solute C atoms is very low at room temperature.

TWIP steels have low thermal conductivity (9.84 W/m K). Strain localization coupled with the low thermal conductivity results in a higher local strain rate and near-adiabatic conditions promoting the formation of PLC bands. A substantial increase in temperature is measured in the PLC band immediately after its formation [18, 37, 46]. Chen et al. [46] determined the strain, strain rate, and mobile dislocation density with the PLC bands. The temperature increased 5° in the first deformation band, measured using IR thermography. The final temperature prior to fracture was 110°C. The relationship between temperature increase and deformation is given by [37, 56]

\[ \Delta T = \frac{\beta}{\rho C_p} \int_0^\varepsilon \sigma \, d\varepsilon \]  

(13)

where symbols have their usual meanings and \( \beta \) takes into account the heat conversion efficiency, often taken as 0.9 [57]. Therefore, the strain in the band is related to the temperature increase in the deformation bands by

\[ \Delta \varepsilon_B = \frac{\Delta T \rho C_p}{\sigma_B \beta} \]  

(14)

where the subscript \( B \) refers to the values in the PLC bands.

DSA is often undesirable because it leads to a localization of the deformation reducing ductility [8]. Interestingly, the plastic instability does not induce visible defects (localized PLC bands) in stamped samples that presumable have seen similar strains [32]. A couple of issues that are not addressed in uniaxial tensile tests are the role of sheet width and biaxial loading, though it has been noted that strain localization has not been seen under biaxial loading [1, 58]. Nearly all work studying the stress-strain behavior of TWIP steels has been conducted on uniaxial tensile specimens. Instrumented ball indentation testing is an alternative technique to biaxial and multiaxial loading tests that shows promise in rapidly obtaining the effective stress-strain response that captures some aspects of the multiaxial loading in a simple test [59, 60]. It is been used to study the grain orientation effect on deformation twin formation in <001> grains [40].

At high strains (above 30%), deviation from Schmid’s law is observed. It is likely attributed to the local stress concentrations associated with accumulated of shear stress at grain and twin boundaries from incoming bundles of deformation twins [6]. The grain and twin boundary character likely plays an important role on the twinning behavior.

Most deformation twins tend to be strongly aligned parallel to each other in the grain in which they are formed as seen in Fig. 10 [46]. Therefore, constitutive models that just consider the twin volume fraction, and not orientation, (e.g., Ref. [61]) will not effectively
capture the configuration of twins and their effect on hardening. Alternatively, the influence of short-range order (SRO) or short range clustering (SRC) in solid solution on hardening may be more important than just SFE alone [62]. Alternative hardening mechanisms have been put forth suggesting that hardening in high Mn alloys is related to the classical Cottrell theory of DSA (i.e., slow moving dislocations attract solute atoms through diffusion) [63]. In fact, experiments suggest that the local temperature increase does not suppress deformation twinning [46]. The alternative explanation of the pronounced strain hardening is the formation of C-Mn octahedral clusters and the associated strong planar glide [46, 64]. Both can explain the extreme strain hardening and DSA phenomena. However, serrated flow is also observed in other high strength steels that do not contain any Mn, so this is likely not the explanation [32].

Young’s modulus decreases with increasing tensile plastic strain [33]. The drop for Fe-18Mn-1Al-0.6C TWIP steel is roughly 20-30 GPa after 23% strain. Above the Néel temperature, in the paramagnetic state, the elastic modulus decreases with increasing temperature [1]. The Néel temperature for Fe-22Mn-0.6C TWIP steel is 48°C, just slightly above room temperature.

The influence of dynamic loading on the constitutive behavior is important for both metal forming, with relevant strain rates for typical metal pressing operations between $10^0$ to $10^2$ 1/s and for crash absorption in range of $10^2$ to $10^3$ 1/s [18]. The limited data reported in the literature is summarized in Fig. 11. All of the dynamic loading data is on the low C (<0.1%) TWIP steels which have lower yield strengths and UTS. A baseline and microalloyed TWIP steel with 0.6% C under quasi-static loading, exhibits increase in yield strength, UTS, and strain hardening. For the lower C TWIP steels, the strength is not significantly affected by the strain rate up to $10^2$ 1/s except for the UTS of Fe-25Mn-3Al-3Si which exhibits increasing UTS for strain rates as low as $10^0$ 1/s. At greater strain rates, both the yield strength and UTS tend to increase. Clearly, dynamic loading data on the higher C TWIP steels is needed since this trend may be different due to the difference in the strengthening mechanisms and multistage hardening exhibited by higher C and alloyed TWIP steels. Strength is comparable to quasistatic with slight reduction in ductility [22]. The static properties appear to be more affected by heat treatment than the dynamic properties [65].

At extremely high strain rates, above $10^5$ 1/s, which is not really applicable for crash absorption or metal working, the high C TWIP steel turns amorphous due to extreme temperature rise [57].
Fig. 6. Engineering stress-strain response of different advanced high strength sheet steels with 980TWIP being Fe-18Mn-1.5Al-0.6C [41]. Reprinted with permission from Trans Tech Publications.

Fig. 7. Tensile response of Fe-22Mn-0.6C at different strain rates at room temperature. Note: strain offset for clarity [32]. Reprinted with permission from © Carl Hanser Verlag, Muenchen.
Fig. 8. Tensile response of Fe-22Mn-0.6C at different temperatures [32]. Reprinted with permission from © Carl Hanser Verlag, Muenchen.

Fig. 9. Effect of grain size on tensile response of Fe-22Mn-0.6C [25]. Reprinted with permission of the Materials Science and Technology (MS&T) sponsor societies.
Fig. 10. Inverse pole figure EBSD map of Fe-22Mn-0.6C TWIP steel after 0.3 tensile strain showing the relationship between twins (the parallel features inside grains starting and ending either at grain boundaries or twin boundaries) and the grains [6]. Reprinted with permission from Elsevier.
Influence of strain rate on yield strength (YS) and ultimate tensile strength (UTS) for different compositions of TWIP steels. Sources of data: Fe-24Mn-2.7Al-2.3Si-0.01C from Ref. [44]; Fe-28Mn-1.6Al-0.28Si-0.08C, Fe-25Mn-1.6Al-0.24Si-0.08C-0.05Nb, and Fe-27Mn-4.1Al-0.52Si-0.08C-0.05Nb from Ref. [43]; Fe-25Mn-3.0Al-3.0Si from Ref. [22, 42]; Fe-22Mn-0.6C from Ref. [25]; Fe-22Mn-0.6C-0.25Si-0.25V-0.20Cr from Ref. [47].

3.3 Influence of alloying on properties

Fe-18Mn-0.6C is a baseline TWIP steel shown to have the desirable deformation twinning mechanism (see Fig. 5). However, there are several detracting issues with this simple alloy including the low yield strength in the annealed condition (around 250 MPa), cementite precipitation occurs during annealing and the alloy is susceptible to hydrogen delayed fracture [66]. The objective of alloying is to overcome these deficiencies. A general guide related to TWIP steel design [45] includes (i) maintain austenitic at all working temperatures, (ii) no martensite formation under cold work operations, (iii) optimization of yield strength, UTS, and elongation at room temperature, (iv) no carbide formation during normal processing conditions, (v) compatible with conventional continuous casting / hot rolling process, and (vi) optimize austenite stability/SFE so that twinning is activated at higher strains as the dislocation slip hardening mechanisms become exhausted [10]. Work continues to focus on microalloying with the objective of increasing the threshold
stress for flow (i.e., increase yield strength) through precipitation hardening. The yield strength can also be increased with grain refinement and controlled recrystallation of cold-rolled steels [52, 59].

Elements that are being explored for microalloying TWIP steels include V [47-49], Nb [43, 49, 67], Ti [49], Cu [68], and Cr [47]. Adding vanadium (V) results in the forming of very fine (i.e., 30 nm) precipitates of vanadium carbides (VC) that increase the threshold stress but do not affect the hardening rate due to twinning [48, 49]. The precipitates do not appear to significantly alter the desirable twinning effect [49]. For example, alloying Fe-22Mn-0.6C with small amounts of Si, V, and Cr (Fe-22Mn-0.6C-0.25Si-0.25V-0.20Cr), increases the yield strength and UTS to 580 MPa and 1160 MPa, respectively [45, 47]. Additions of Cu suppressed mechanical twinning to higher strain while maintaining the same ductility [68]. Increasing Cu from 0 to 3% increases the SFE a small amount about 4 mJ/m^2.

The strength and ductility of high Mn steels are compared to other classes of automotive metals in Fig. 12. Alloying Fe-18Mn-0.6C with 1.5Al decreases tensile strength while nearly doubling elongation. Interestingly, alloying with 0.2Si has similar effect as alloying with 1.5Al [18, 64], though no explanation was provided. Note that the map in Fig. 12 does not show the effect alloying on yield strength which is also important for TWIP steel selection.

The Al additions of 1.5 to 2% suppresses cementite precipitation during cooling after hot rolling and annealing because of the decrease in both activity and diffusivity of C in the austenite [66]. Additions of Al also suppress the formation of PLC bands and move the range of serrated flow to higher temperatures because of the increase in activation energy for carbon diffusion [37, 38, 66]. The SFE is linearly raised with Al additions, ensuring that martensitic transformation is suppressed [23]. For example, the SFE of Fe-18Mn-0.6C increases from 13 mJ/m^2 to 30 mJ/m^2 with the addition of 1.5% Al [69]. Consequently, Al addition increases the CRSS for twinning [11, 38]. The yield strength is increased while strain hardening is reduced as shown in Fig. 13. Without Al, the critical strain for the onset of serrated flow occurs much sooner than 30%. Therefore, TWIP steels with Al additions are less sensitive to DSA.

The influence of aging conditions (ranging from 450°C to 600°C; 1 h to 24 h) on strength and ductility of Fe-30Mn-1.2C is significant when Al content is <2% and >8% [16]. When there is no Al, the as-homogenized state provides most favorable properties while aging degrades them. The embrittlement during aging for low Al content (<2%) is related to the formation of coarse, pearlitic particles on the grain boundaries [1]. High Al results in pronounced strengthening during aging likely due to formation of nanoscopically small and dispersed carbides [16]. When Al concentration is between 2-6%, aging did not significantly affect the properties.

To improve the wet corrosion resistance without having to depend on galvanizing, a Cr-rich TWIP steel has recently been developed with composition Fe-20Mn-12Cr-0.25C-0.3N [70, 71]. Thermo-Calc and DICTRA (Thermo-Calc AB, Stockholm, Sweden) was used in the development alloy. Conventional TWIP steels without Cr have low wet corrosion
resistance. This new alloy exhibits passivity to sulphuric acid, while maintaining weldability. But galvanizing should be an easy and cost-effective solution for automotive applications. So really this alloy is of interest to applications where galvanizing is not sufficient or easily applied, such as pipelines.

Mujica et al. [70] suggests the computational thermodynamics code Thermo-Calc is a useful tool in the development of TWIP steels to predict the phases, though there appears to be some issues with correctly predicting the carbides using the current databases [1, 25]. This is important since any carbon tied up in precipitates reduces the concentration in solid solution and as a result lowers the SFE and cementite precipitated at grain boundaries degrades the toughness [45].

Another advantage of TWIP steels is the elemental additions to promote the stability of austenite also are less dense than the element that is being replaced, hence improving the specific strength [45]. For example, the largest component of TWIP steels, Mn, is 5.5% less dense than Fe. The typical alloying elements are even less dense than Fe, Al is 66% and Si is 70% less dense than Fe. As a consequence, the density of TWIP steels is smaller than conventional and other AHSS.

![Diagram of TWIP steels](image)

**Fig. 12.** Map of strength and ductility of several TWIP steels [18]. Reprinted with kind permission from Springer Science+Business Media B.V.
Fig. 13. Tensile response comparing Fe-18Mn-0.6C (0Al) and Fe-18Mn-2Al-0.6C (2Al) at two different strain rates [66]. The arrows denote the onset of nSRS. Reprinted with permission from Elsevier.

3.4 Constitutive Modeling of Low-SFE fcc Alloys

3.4.1 Macroscopic reduced-order models

The constitutive behavior of TWIP steels depends on several microstructural parameters including SFE, chemical composition, size and orientation of austenite grains, precipitate type and size, the density and configuration of the dislocations, and the character and volume fraction of the twins [35]. Physics-based constitutive models that account for these important attributes of the microstructure are needed to capture the strain hardening behavior controlled by the interactions between dislocation slip and deformation twinning. In this first section, models that do not take into account the crystallographic orientation of individual grains are considered. The simplest models employ two physical internal state variables (ISVs) that evolve with hardening: dislocation density and twin volume fraction [61]. Most of these models are one-dimensional (1D), usually characterizing the uniaxial response, with most modeling the plastic response and neglecting elastic deformation.
These constitutive models are primarily aimed at understanding what controls strength and strain hardening when both dislocation slip and deformation twinning are active.

For example, Bouaziz and Guelton [61] proposed a simple constitutive model, neglecting elastic strains, to model the TWIP effect. It contains two microstructural ISVs: dislocation density, $\rho$, and volume fraction of twins, $f_{tw}$. The stress depends on the square root of dislocation density (i.e., Taylor isotropic hardening),

$$\sigma = \sigma_o + \alpha M \mu b \sqrt{\rho}$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

where $\sigma_o$ is the initial yield stress of the annealed steel, $M$ is the Taylor factor that links the cumulative shear strain to the macroscopic tensile strain, $\mu$ is the shear modulus, $b$ is the Burgers vector, and $\alpha$ is a constant. The dislocation density evolves according to the Kocks-Mecking hardening rule,

$$\dot{\rho} = \left( \frac{1}{b\Lambda} - k_i \rho \right) \dot{\gamma}$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

that describes dislocation multiplication and annihilation (i.e., hardening with dynamic recovery). Hardening is assumed to scale inversely with the dislocation MFP denoted by $\Lambda$. The dislocation MFP is represented by the harmonic mean of the grain size, $d$, the average twin spacing, $t$, and forest dislocation spacing,

$$\frac{1}{\Lambda} = \frac{1}{d} + \frac{1}{t} + k_2 \sqrt{\rho}$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

where forest dislocation spacing is assumed to depend inversely on the square root of dislocation density. A rule of mixtures originally proposed by Rémy [17] is used to account for the twinning contribution to the shear strain increment,

$$\dot{\gamma} = (1 - f_{tw}) \dot{\gamma}_{sl} + \gamma_{tw} \dot{f}_{tw}$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)

where $\gamma_{sl}$ is the shear strain associated with dislocation slip, $\gamma_{tw}$ is the strain associated with twinning which is a constant and for the twinning systems in fcc $\{111\}<112>$, $\gamma_{tw} = 1/\sqrt{2}$ [17, 27]. The evolution equation for the volume fraction of twins is given by

$$\dot{f}_{tw} = (1 - f_{tw}) m \dot{\gamma}$$  \hspace{1cm} (19)

where $m$ depends inversely on the SFE and the Taylor factor. By integration, the twin volume fraction is

$$f_{tw} = 1 - \exp(-m \gamma)$$  \hspace{1cm} (20)
This model is shown to predict the large strain behavior of 409 ferritic stainless steel, 304L austenitic stainless steel, and Fe-27Mn-0.02C. This model assumes pure isotropic hardening, which is not consistent with experiments as discussed shortly. Bouaziz et al. [72] further generalized Eq. 20,

\[ f_{nw} = f_{nw,0} \left( 1 - \exp\left( -m\left( \gamma - \gamma_c \right) \right) \right)^p \]  \hspace{1cm} (21)

to account for TWIP steels that require a critical strain, \( \gamma_c \), to be reached for onset of deformation twinning and added two additional parameters.

Allain et al. [19, 73] extended the Bouaziz and Guelton model by including the influence of cross-hardening from non-coplanar slip and twin systems through modification of the dislocation MFP. A phenomenological law for twin nucleation was also added. The critical stress for twinning depends on grain size. A fine-grained TWIP steel (3 \( \mu \)m) has a higher threshold stress than coarse-grained TWIP steel (20 \( \mu \)m). The model captures the evolution of the dislocation MFP measured experimentally. In addition, the model can be adopted to capture transformation of \( \varepsilon \)-martensite occurring at lower temperatures.

Bouaziz et al. [51, 72] conducted loading and unloading experiments on Fe-22Mn-0.6C to determine the magnitude of the Bauschinger effect. These experiments suggested that kinematic hardening contributes up to half of the total stress as shown in Fig. 14. They proposed modifications to their prior models that build upon the work of Karaman et al. [29, 30] to describe kinematic hardening by accounting for dislocations that are stopped at grain and twin boundaries. A back stress, \( \sigma_b \), was added to Eq. 15,

\[ \sigma = \sigma_o + \alpha M \mu b \sqrt{\rho} + \sigma_b \]  \hspace{1cm} (22)

It is assumed that the dislocation MFP depends just on grain diameter, \( d \), and average twin spacing, \( t \),

\[ \frac{1}{\Lambda} = \frac{1}{d} + \frac{1}{t} \]  \hspace{1cm} (23)

The back stress is based on Estrin-Mecking [74] form,

\[ \sigma_b = M \frac{\mu b}{\Lambda} n \]  \hspace{1cm} (24)

where \( n \) is the number of dislocations stopped at a boundary and evolves according to

\[ \dot{n} = \frac{\lambda}{b} \left( 1 - \frac{n}{n_o} \right) \frac{\dot{\gamma}}{M} \]  \hspace{1cm} (25)
where \( \lambda \) is the mean spacing between slip bands and \( n_o \) is the maximum number of dislocations loops at the boundaries. Using these relations, the effect of grain size on the stress-strain response generally follows a Hall-Petch relation [72].

Guided by the physical model of Bouaziz et al. [72, 75], Bouaziz et al. [76] used the tensile response of several compositions of Fe-Mn-C to develop a semi-phenomenological constitutive model that depends on the wt. % of C and Mn, useful for alloy design. Both the initial yield strength and the coefficient of the stress associated with twinning depend on C and Mn using empirical relations. The flow stress is expressed as

\[
\sigma = \sigma_o + \sigma_i + \sigma_b
\]  

where \( \sigma_o \) is the yield stress of the annealed steel which is primarily associated with solid solution hardening, \( \sigma_i \) is the isotropic hardening due to dislocation interactions, and \( \sigma_b \), is the back stress representing the additional hardening due to twinning and its effect on hardening. The initial yield stress, with units MPa, is expressed by [76]

\[
\sigma_o = 228 + 187C - 2Mn
\]  

where \( C \) and \( Mn \) are the carbon and manganese contents in wt. %. The isotropic hardening due to dislocation interactions (i.e., forest obstacles) is represented by Voce law,

\[
\sigma_i = k_3 \left[ 1 - \exp \left( \frac{-k_4 \varepsilon}{k_4} \right) \right]
\]  

where \( \varepsilon \) is the true strain. The dislocations piled up at twin boundaries increase the back stress [75]. Therefore, kinematic hardening is associated with twinning and is expressed as a power law,

\[
\sigma_b = m \varepsilon^p
\]  

Through empirical fits, it was found that \( k_3 = 2900 \) MPa, \( k_4 = 4 \), and \( p = 1.75 \), independent of chemical composition. The coefficient on the hardening associated with twinning depends on SFE and therefore is sensitive to the chemical composition. It was empirical fit to

\[
m = 60661 z - 261874 z^2
\]  

with the dimensionless parameter \( z \) given by

\[
z = \frac{C}{Mn - 5}
\]
where the values are input in wt. %.

This simple model provides some insights. For example, the contribution of DSA to the constitutive law can be considered as a purely additive term associated with isotropic hardening [77]. In contrast, hardening due to twinning results in significant intergranular stresses that leads to a strong Bauschinger effect and therefore requires a kinematic hardening contribution [28, 72].

Kim et al. [9, 77] proposed a constitutive model for the large deformation response of Fe-18Mn-1.5Al-0.6C TWIP steel that captures dislocation density evolution due to slip coupled with twinning and DSA effect through an additive formulation. Elastic strains are neglected. It is based on the Kubin-Estrin model [78] with modifications proposed by Bouaziz et al. [61, 72] to describe the constriction of dislocation MFP by twins. In the formulation, the stress depends on the threshold value plus the increase due to forest dislocations as well as the increase due to DSA, \( \sigma_{DSA} \), which depends on dislocation pinning by solute atmospheres,

\[
\sigma = \sigma_0 + \alpha M \mu b \sqrt{\rho} + \sigma_{DSA}
\]  

The contribution of \( \sigma_{DSA} \) depends on time and strain rate and is described by the Estrin-Kubrin expression which in a simple form contains three multiplicative terms,

\[
\sigma_{DSA} = \chi C_s t_w
\]

where \( \chi \) is a coefficient that characterizes the strength of the dislocation-solute interaction, \( C_s \) is the solute concentration at the dislocation, and \( t_w \) is the waiting time at localized obstacles, which is a decreasing function of strain rate. The volume fraction of twins evolving according to Eq. 21. Since inhomogeneous twinning is observed in experiments, the stress is divided between twinned and twin-free grains using a rule of mixtures. In the TWIP steel they modeled, deformation twinning becomes active after 4% strain and saturates at 30% strain. In this TWIP steel, strain hardening is mainly controlled by dislocation slip and deformation twinning, while DSA is a minor contributor to strength [9]. Belotettue et al. [79] used the Kubin-Estrin-McCormick constitutive model to capture nSRS and the DSA effect. The isotropic hardening rule depends on both cumulative equivalent plastic strain and a new ISV related to aging time.

Steinmetz et al. [10] used four microstructural ISVs based on experimental observations in Fe-22Mn-0.6C TWIP steel that dislocation cells form during the dislocation slip stage before deformation twinning becomes active. The ISVs include (i) mobile dislocation density in the dislocation cell interior, (ii) mobile dislocation density inside dislocation cell walls, (iii) dislocation dipole density in the dislocation cell walls, and (iv) volume fraction of mechanical twins. First principle calculations provide physical values for SPE, elastic properties, and heat capacity, allowing the model to account for changes in composition.
and temperature in the hardening evolution equation and to ensure the parameters are within physical limits. It also enables the capture of the temperature dependence over a large range, 293-873 K, to account for adiabatic heating. First principle calculations provide several values of the parameters in the model used to predict twin nucleation into the microstructural evolution model. For example, the chemical and thermal trends in the SFE are key to predicting twin nucleation and can be derived from thermodynamic \textit{ab initio} predictions. The model is based on twins producing kinematical barriers to dislocation motion. Twin nucleation and growth is separated with the critical stress for twinning determined based on the Mahajan and Chin nucleation model \cite{12}. The model takes into account the grain size but not grain orientation, which requires consideration of crystal plasticity discussed in the next section.

The constitutive behavior of TWIP steels has been correlated to three-dimensional (3D) elastic-plastic models implemented as UMATs for ABAQUS using an anisotropic yield function \cite{80,81}. These models documented in the open literature generally do not contain the physics of the deformation processes described in the prior 1D models; however, the 3D models enable efficient prediction of spring-back during forming operations. For good spring-back prediction of TWIP steels, the Bauschinger effect, transient hardening, and permanent softening need to be captured in the constitutive model \cite{81}.

There are few models that capture the high strain rate and temperature-dependent response suitable for use in forming and crash simulations. The Johnson-Cook model has been fit a low C TWIP steel (Fe-24Mn-2.7Al-2.3Si-0.01C) over the strain rates of $10^{-3}$ 1/s to 400 1/s \cite{44},

$$
\sigma = \left[A + B\varepsilon^\gamma\right] \left[1 + C \ln \left(\frac{\dot{\varepsilon}}{\dot{\varepsilon}_0}\right)\right]
$$

(34)

where $A = 244$ MPa, $B = 1394$ MPa, $\gamma = 0.914$, $C = 7.88 \times 10^{-3}$ using $\dot{\varepsilon}_0 = 10^{-3}$ 1/s. Using this relationship, the high specific energy absorption is maintained at strain rates up to 400 1/s. Therefore, energy absorption capability appears to persist into the strain rate regimes relevant for crash simulation. The Rusinek-Klepackzko model \cite{82} has been used to represent the dynamic loading behavior of lower Mn austenitic stainless steels and may also fit the response of high-Mn TWIP steels. Additional dynamic loading stress-strain data is needed particularly for higher C TWIP steels.
Fig. 14. Comparison between the Bouaziz et al. [51, 72] model and experimental response showing both total stress and back stress evolution for Fe-22Mn-0.6C with 3 µm grain size [72]. Reprinted with permission from Elsevier.

### 3.4.2 Crystal plasticity constitutive models

To extend the physical basis of the constitutive equations, crystal plasticity (CP) formulations are used [83]. These models account for the influence of crystallographic orientation on dislocation slip and deformation twinning systems as well as the interaction of the grains. Because they can track the orientation with hardening, they can be used to predict crystallographic texture evolution [84]. In fcc alloys, dislocation slip is represented by 12 slip systems. When dislocation slip is the only active deformation mechanism, the evolution of the plastic deformation rate in a finite deformation formulation is expressed by

\[
\dot{F}^p = L^p F^p
\]

where the plastic velocity, \(L^p\), depends on the aggregate of the plastic shear strain rates on each slip system \(\alpha\) given by

\[
L^p = \sum_{\alpha=1}^{N_s} \dot{\gamma}^{(\alpha)} S^{(\alpha)}
\]

The shearing direction for each slip system is the cross product between the unit vector in slip direction, \(m\), and unit vector normal to the slip plane, \(n\),

\[
S = m \otimes n
\]
In TWIP steels, both dislocation slip and mechanically driven displacive transformations, including twinning and martensitic phase transitions, provide the means for inelastic deformation and energy absorption. In fcc austenite, the same transformation dislocations may give rise to either twinning or transformation to hcp ε-martensite. The operating displacive mechanism depends in part on the SFE [31] as shown in Fig. 3.

Displacive transformations, or twinning since they are analogous, can be incorporated as additional slip systems [85-88] or through an alternative flow rule using the multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient that now includes three components – elastic, plastic, and a part representing the transformation or twinning [89-91]. When incorporated as additional slip systems, which has successfully been used by others for TWIP steels [27, 28, 34, 85, 87], the plastic velocity is modified, for example, [85]

$$
\mathbf{L}^p = \left(1 - \sum_{\beta=1}^{N_w} f_w^{(\beta)} \right) \sum_{\alpha=1}^{N_w} \gamma^{(\alpha)} \mathbf{S}_{o_{w}}^{(\alpha)} + \sum_{\alpha=1}^{N_w} f_w^{(\alpha)} \gamma^{(\alpha)} \mathbf{S}_{o_{w}}^{(\alpha)} + \sum_{\beta=1}^{N_w} \sum_{\alpha=1}^{N_w} f_w^{(\beta)} \left( \sum_{\alpha=1}^{N_w} \gamma^{(\alpha)} \mathbf{S}_{w_{\alpha}}^{(\alpha)} \right)
$$

(38)

where the grains are explicitly sub-divided into twinned and untwinned parts. Eq. 38 is essentially the CP generalization of Eq. 18. The first term accounts for the contribution from dislocation slip in the untwinned regions. The second term is the twinning strain rate due to nucleation and growth of new twins. The third term accounts for the contribution of slip in the twinned region. The third term is typically small and often neglected [27, 28, 34, 87], meaning that further slip is not allowed in the once-twinned regions, with the argument being that (i) the twinned regions are extremely fine which limits slip and (ii) twin volume fraction remains low [27, 28, 87].

Strain hardening for twinning is dependent on the SFE and since the SFE can be calculated via ab initio, it is convenient to explicitly include it in the hardening expression. In addition, it naturally brings in temperature dependence. For example, the CRSS for the nucleation of twins is expressed by [27]

$$
\tau_{c}^{w(\beta)} = \tau_{c0}^{w} + \frac{SFE}{b_{112}^{(\beta)}}
$$

(39)

where $b_{112}^{(\alpha)}$ is the Burgers vector of Shockley partials for each twin system $\beta$. $\tau_{c0}^{w}$ also depends on other microstructural parameters such as grain size [27].

Allain et al. [19] cast the Bouaziz and Guelton [61] model into a CP framework. The homogenization law to capture the intergranular constraints assumes the mechanical work increment is equal in each grain. Their physics-based model captures the decrease in the MFP with inelastic strain. Their model is still only valid for 1D loading and does not account for grain rotation and relaxation stresses. They suggest using a self-consistent CP framework [27, 30, 92] to deal with this.
Prakash et al. [93] evaluated two CP constitutive models for predicting the large
deformation (i.e., elastic deformations neglected) response of TWIP steels aimed at texture
evolution. The first was based on the predominant twin reorientation (PTR) scheme [94]
and the second was based on the Kalidindi [85, 95] model. The two constitutive models
were compared to tensile tests conducted on rolled TWIP sheet. The Kalidindi model
provided better predictions than the PTR scheme when comparing the experimental and
predicted textures.

One of the most comprehensive CP models that captures elastic deformation, thermally-
activated dislocation slip, and twinning deformations of a TWIP steel, Fe-22Mn-0.6C, has
been developed by Shiekhelsouk et al. [27]. Twinning is captured using approach of
Karaman et al. [29] and Allain et al. [19] using the Kalidindi hardening model that describes
the evolution of the resistance of twinning with strain, $\tau_{tw}$, based on the following
phenomenological expression since no physical expression exists to date,

$$
\tau_{tw}^{c} = h_{tw}^{cp} \left( \sum_{\beta=1}^{N_{tw}} J_{tw}^{c}(\beta) \right) ^{b} \sum_{k \in \text{Non-coplanar twin systems with } \beta} \dot{f}_{tw}^{(k)} \gamma_{tw} + h_{tw}^{cp} \left( \sum_{\beta=1}^{N_{tw}} J_{tw}^{c}(\beta) \right) ^{b} \sum_{k \in \text{Coplanar twin systems with } \beta} \dot{f}_{tw}^{(k)} \gamma_{tw} \tag{40}
$$

where the increase in twinning volume fraction is expressed as a power law,

$$
\dot{f}_{tw}^{c}(\beta) = \frac{\dot{\gamma}}{\gamma_{tw}} \left( \frac{\tau_{tw}^{c}(\beta)}{\tau_{tw}^{c}(\beta)} \right)^{1/m} \tag{41}
$$

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. 40 represents the twin hardening due to the
generation of non-coplanar twins. The second term represents the twin hardening due to
coplanar twins. The parameter $b$ is chosen to be close to zero to deter the non-coplanar twin
systems from becoming active early in the deformation stage consistent with experimental
observations.

Shiekhelsouk et al. [27] use two physically-based ISVs: dislocation density and twin
volume fraction. The coupling between slip and twinning is captured by reducing the
dislocation MFP with increasing number of twins. The strain hardening is the result of a
competition between hardening due to dislocation slip-twin interactions and softening
mechanisms related to the saturation of twinning and depends on the spacing between
twin lamellae, grain size, and/or dislocation cell size as well as the statistical dislocation
storage and dynamic recovery [27, 30, 92]. Twins are organized as stacks of microtwins,
acting as barriers to dislocation slip. The dislocation MFP is given by the harmonic mean of
the pinning distances associated with (i) grain diameter, (ii) dislocation density, and (iii)
volume fraction of twin systems that are non-coplanar to active slip systems,

$$
\frac{1}{\Lambda^{(\alpha)}} = \frac{1}{d} + \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{\alpha} \rho^{(i)}} + \frac{1}{T^{(\alpha)}} \tag{42}
$$
where $T^{(\alpha)}$ represents the spacing between the twins secant to the slip system $\alpha$. A few notable assumptions of this model include small strain formulation, isotropic elastic properties, and the use of a self-consistent approach for homogenization of the polycrystal. Twinning is not allowed in the twinned regions.

Since both dislocation slip and deformation twinning can occur, determining material parameters requires special considerations. When deformation twinning occurs early so that dislocation slip cannot be isolated using the part of the stress-strain curve before deformation twinning commences, one method is to calibrate the dislocation slip response to experiments conducted at sufficiently high temperature (e.g., 400°C) where twinning is suppressed due to the increase in the SFE and increase in thermal activity promoting slip. Then the twinning parameters are calibrated using the room temperature response when both slip and twinning are active, assuming slip response is the same as at the higher temperature.

Dancette et al. [96, 97] demonstrated that predictions of the macroscopic work hardening, texture, and twin volume fraction in TWIP steels depends on strain heterogeneity at the polycrystal level and the anisotropic twin-grain interactions at the crystal level. The work-hardening is related to slip-twin interactions based on Shielhelsouk et al. [27]. Twins are considered as individual crystal entities whose orientation may evolve [85].

For cyclic loading, it is critical to take into account the intergranular stresses to correctly predict the Bauschinger effect [28]. The approaches that been used for TWIP steels include assuming deformation in each grain is the same, known as the Taylor constraint, [28, 96-98], or mechanical work increment is equal in each grain [19], various self-consistent approaches that involve embedding each grain in a homogeneous polycrystalline material [27-30, 87, 92, 93, 98], multisite modeling to describe short-range grain interactions not generally captured by self-consistent approaches [96, 97, 99], and explicitly modeling the grains using finite elements, often called CPFEM [96, 97]. The latter approach is the most accurate but also the most computationally expensive. The macroscopic response predicted by the self-consistent approaches compare satisfactorily to CPFEM up to moderate strains yet is two orders of magnitude faster to run [99]. The self-consistent approaches efficiently capture intergranular interactions and give better predictions of texture and anisotropy compared to employing the simpler Taylor assumption [98, 99].

Some key observations of deformation incorporated into CP models include [100]: (1) The first twinning system activated is the one with highest Schmid factor. (2) Often, only one twin system is activated in a grain and at most there are two systems activated. (3) The first twins are observed after both a critical threshold strain has been attained, which is related to the dislocation density, and a critical stress is reached to trigger the deformation twinning. (4) Twins act as obstacles to dislocations gliding on slip systems non-coplanar with twinning plane. The models are evaluated on how well they predict the Lankford R-values [100]. The details on implementation of these models are given in Ref. [100]. Bracke et al. [101] showed that Schmid law works for twinning even though Christian and Mahajan [31] had argued
that it might not be valid due to the need for non-Schmid components to activate twinning and twinning is antisymmetric – a partial dislocation generates a twin when it moves in one direction but not the opposite. They found that \( \tau_{cw} = 89 \text{ MPa} \) in Fe-22Mn-0.5C. Park et al. [11] also suggested a relationship for determining the \( \tau_{cw} \) for twinning, which depends on SFE and the force required for a dislocation to break the SRO. The authors argue that the latter needs to be taken into account to capture the reduction in the \( \tau_{cw} \) for twinning.

Barbier et al. [28, 98] extended the Shiekhsouk et al. [27] model and evaluated two homogenization schemes: classical Taylor grain interaction with 3000 grains and a variation of a self-consistent approach. The critical shear stress for twinning was determined from Eq. 41. The model was used to predict texture, which is primarily controlled by dislocation slip. Interestingly, \( f_{cw} \) is higher for simple shear than tension because only one twin system is activated in simple shear and hence there are fewer twin-twin interactions to increase the difficulty of producing new twins. Under tension, grains can rotate to a favorable orientation to activate a second twin system.

In the past decade, several researchers have developed constitutive models that take into account the nSRS and serrated yielding [102, 103]. Kok et al. [102] proposed a CP formulation using the Kubin-Estrin [78] and McCormick and Ling [104] models to capture the PLC effect. The CP formulation includes finite deformations. The model captures the serrated yielding response and produces the correct trends. The simulations confirm that stress gradients naturally arising from the variation of grain orientation are sufficient to form and propagate the PLC bands. However, this approach is computationally expensive and primarily applicable to understanding the deformation mechanisms. Physics-based models that attempt to capture the kinematics of the PLC effect, perhaps better than the Estrin-Kubin [105], McCormick [106], Kubin-Estrin [78], McCormick and Ling [104], and Mesarovic [107] models are considered by Hähner and Rizzi [108] and Fressengeas et al. [109]. However, there are no theoretical models of PLC band formation specifically for TWIP steels besides that of Kok et al. [102]. Mechanistic models of DSA [110, 111] suggest possible improvements in the constitutive models.

### 3.5 Applications of Constitutive Models in Design

Conducting forming simulations based on finite element analysis is an established method for designing deep drawn parts as well as the tools and dies. Typical strain rates in press forming are of the order of \( 10^0 \) to \( 10^2 \) 1/s [18]. Detailed modeling of the deformation, spring back and forming limits of the sheet alloys of conventional and advanced high strength steels can be performed [112]. An innovation would be to extend these approaches to TWIP steels. The key element is the development of a constitutive model that can capture the TWIP mechanism that makes TWIP steels unique and innovative. Microstructure-aware CP model can be utilized to determine the Lankford coefficients used in a reduced-order macroscopic model, which can be implemented in deep drawing simulations [113].
Ahn et al. [81] established a macroscopic constitutive model for TWIP steels aimed at predicting springback, but not repeated cyclic loading, for use in the design of sheet metal forming. They used an anisotropic yield function based on Barlat et al. [114] with combined isotropic and kinematic hardening laws based on a modified Chaboche model [115] to predict springback implemented as a UMAT for ABAQUS. Chung et al. [116] used the same models to predict the Forming Limit Diagrams and springback, the latter conducted in simple three-point bending. The model parameters were fit to tensile and compression tests conducted in the rolling direction (RD), transverse direction (90°), and 45° direction to the RD. To correctly predict springback, the Bauschinger effect needs to be measured using compression experiments using an anti-buckling device [117]. The hardening behavior in compression is the same as in tension. The hardening from pre-straining is completely eliminated by reversed plastic strain [81]. It is critical to account for this softening to correctly predict the springback of TWIP steels

Validation of the model simulations has been conducted by modeling simple forming experiments. The first validation is conducted on 2D forming deformations performed on either standard servohydraulic test systems or hydraulic presses [81]. The shape predicted by FEA is compared to the experimental shape. Another test to predict is hole expansion since this is useful to study cut edge stretchability, which appears to be a concern with TWIP steels [1].

The high rate of strain hardening in the forming operations will also affect the subsequent response in service. Therefore, the high strain hardening should be considered in fatigue and crash analyses [118].

3.6 TWIP Steels in Service

3.6.1 Weldability

Most welding is performed on galvanized sheets since this is the typical condition used in automotive applications since TWIP steels are not corrosion resistant. Arc and spot welds are most common. More precise laser welding can also be used in automotive applications. Laser welding does not require filler materials or special inert atmospheres and has a generally narrower heat-affected zone (HAZ) compared to arc and spot welds.

Homogeneous spot welding of fully austenitic TWIP steels is relatively straightforward due to the absence of an allotropic phase change [25]. Spot welding, as shown in Fig. 15, is feasible but requires some adjustment of the conventional welding parameters [25] but has shown satisfactory results [117].

There is little information reported in the open literature on welding TWIP steels and one that needs to be address further [1]. The biggest issue relates to the formation of chemical inhomogeneities since the properties of TWIP steels depend strongly on chemistry and the close interdependency of SFE and chemical composition [119]. One concern with welding is the phase stability in the fusion zone (FZ) and HAZ and the large gradient in the weldment chemical composition, particularly when welding TWIP steels to other carbon steels [119]. In one study on laser welding [120], the changes in microstructure, most
notably Mn segregations and grain refinement, on the mechanical properties (hardness) was studied. Mn depletion is also a concern because Mn has high vapor pressure and therefore is able to evaporate at elevated temperature. But no significant Mn depletion has been observed in the former weld pools [70]. Mn depletion may be promoted when welding a high-Mn TWIP steel to a non-TWIP steel [119]. Generally, the aim is to avoid the formation of martensite which may have lower ductility affecting the absorption capacity of welded components. When the carbon equivalent is higher than 0.4%, high cooling rates of laser beam welding can result in martensite at the weld seams [121]. If the austenite stabilizer Mn segregates or is tied up in a secondary phase cementite, the Mn-depleted regions could result in the formation of martensite because of the reduction in SFE [119, 122]. If larger grains form in the FZ of TWIP steels, martensite formation may be promoted due to the reduction in SFE with grain size [122]. Even with larger grains in the FZ no martensite has been detected in the spot welds of Fe-22Mn-0.6C [120] and Fe-18Mn-1.5Al-0.6C [123] TWIP steels. The microstructure of the FZ is typical of austenitic steels showing a fine grain size with misorientation distribution due to thermal twins. If the grains are initially small (3-5 µm), strong coarsening can take place in the HAZ and as a result softening occurs in the HAZ [119, 124]. Ferritization, measured by magneto-inductive measurement, has also been reported particularly when Si content is significant [124]. The FZ is stronger due to the smaller grain size. On the contrary, Mujica et al. [122] noted that the grain size in the FZ was larger than 40 µm compared to the grain size of the base TWIP steel (20 µm) in their study. Considering the TWIP steels studied to date, the formation of martensite does not appear to be an issue.

The important influence of cyclic loading and environmental-assisted cracking (EAC) or delayed fracture, likely related to hydrogen embrittlement, on the weld-affected material has not been reported yet is a concern that needs to be addressed since the residual stresses could be significant [1]. Data on residual stresses in welds of TWIP steels is scarce [119]. The influence of welding on the mechanical behavior of weld features in TWIP steels is generally not known with any clarity [1].

Corrosion-resistant TWIP steels that contain sufficient amounts of Cr have been introduced [125]. However, arc welding of these alloys can lead to Cr depletion due to formation of precipitates of carbides and nitrides [119]. Laser-welded joints appear not to be as susceptible due to the lower heat input.

In summary, it is important to minimize the instantaneous energy input, use filler material for welding TWIP steels to non-TWIP steels, and possibly look into improving the TWIP steel through microalloying that promotes the formation of precipitates that hinder grain growth in the HAZ [119].
3.6.2 Fatigue

There is relatively little work reported on the fatigue behavior of TWIP steels. Stress-life data has only been reported for a small number of TWIP steels under either bending fatigue [67, 126, 127] or uniaxial fatigue [128, 129]. Even less data has been reported on strain-life [47] and fatigue crack growth [130]. Fatigue not only affects the structural integrity but also limits the collision energy absorption if fatigue damage is present. In one investigation on high cycle fatigue (HCF) of Fe-22Mn-0.6C TWIP steel, intense slip bands were observed creating extrusions and intrusions, but neither the formation of martensite nor mechanical twinning was observed [67, 126, 127]. In fact, the fatigue limit is below the stress where twinning is activated in TWIP steels in which dislocation slip is activated first. Interestingly, even under low cycle fatigue (LCF) conditions when cumulative cyclic plastic strains are large, twin nucleation is not observed [47, 130] except in rare cases when the grains are particularly large or stresses high [131]. Existing twins have been observed to thicken with LCF [47, 131].

Fatigue cracks form preferentially on grain and twin boundaries often at the sites where slip bands intersected with these boundaries [126, 127]. Mn tends to weaken grain boundary compared to most common steels [67]. Cracks have been observed to form at early stage of cycling (20% Ni) at either grain boundaries or along annealing twin boundaries due to the slip bands intersecting with these boundaries producing local strain concentrations at these boundaries [67]. A decrease in grain size leads to an increase in the
fatigue limit but the crack formation mechanism is unchanged [126]. Crack propagation is transgranular with ductile-like features [126] and have also been observed to propagate along slip bands [67]. Clearly, there is a close connection between the microstructure and fatigue performance that needs to be understood.

Twinning has also not been observed in the crack tip cyclic plastic zone of crack propagation specimens [130]. Therefore, the deformation mechanism of cyclic plasticity in the cyclic plastic zone is vastly different than the plasticity in a tensile test or cold rolling. In contrast to deformation under monotonic loading, cyclic plasticity decreases dislocation density and thickens existing twins as illustrated in Fig. 16 [47, 130]. One can then conclude that the absence of twinning under cyclic loading indicates that simply accumulating large amounts of cyclic plastic strain is not sufficient to cause twinning. Interestingly, the lack of hardening due to twinning helps preserve the ductile character of the TWIP steel and hence improves the LCF life and reduces the Paris regime crack growth rate in comparison to other AHSS that have higher strength in crack tip zone [130]. In comparison to other AHSS, a larger percentage of fatigue life is controlled by microcrack growth instead of the nucleation of the crack [131].

The lower SFE and presence of twins, either annealing or prior deformation, promote planar slip and greater reversibility of plastic deformation ahead of the stage I fatigue crack, thus slowing stage I crack propagation [132]. The observed cyclic softening is likely tied to the localization of planar slip, having the effect of reducing the hardening and enhancing local ductility. Under these conditions that have been explored on a binary fcc alloy exhibiting similar deformation mechanisms as TWIP steels [132], the LCF life tends to decrease as the SFE is increased. At high SFE, wavy slip (easy cross-slip) is promoted resulting in a lower LCF life due to increased hardening and intergranular cracking. At intermediate SFE, twinning coupled with slip is promoted, and at even lower SFE, strain-induced martensitic transformation coupled with slip can be promoted. The LCF life when twinning is promoted is higher than when slip alone is active. The LCF life is even higher when martensitic transformation occurs, likely due to the increase in compressive residual stress associated with the transformation strain.

Interestingly, the fatigue responses of four different compositions of cold-rolled and annealed TWIP steels (Fe-22Mn-0.6C, Fe-22Mn-3.0Al-3.0Si, Fe-16Mn-1.5Al-0.3C, Fe-18Mn-0.6C-0.02Nb) in bending were found to be similar [67]. The fatigue strength for all four was 400 MPa. The ratio of fatigue limit to UTS ranged from 0.42 to 0.48. Planar slip bands are formed at early stage of fatigue. Mechanical twins are not observed to form during cyclic loading of the TWIP steels studied, even though they were observed extensively in these same steels under monotonic loading [67]. In another study under uniaxial fatigue, R = 0.1, on a C-free Fe-18Mn-0.2Si-0.05Al TWIP steel [128], the fatigue limit (based on stress amplitude) was higher at 570 MPa. The ratio of fatigue limit to UTS under these conditions for this alloy is 0.57. With pre-strain, the fatigue limit increases to 735 MPa and 800 MPa for 10% and 30 % pre-strain, respectively [128]. These correspond to ratios of fatigue limit to UTS of 0.65 and 0.59, respectively.
While fatigue strength can be increased in TWIP steels by pre-straining [47, 128, 130, 131], the LCF response of a pre-strained TWIP steel may be considerably degraded because of the strength increase coupled with reduced ductility. Kim et al. [128] showed that both HCF and LCF lives could be correlated using an energy-based parameter.

Fatigue strength is also increased by grain refinement [126, 127, 131]. Because cyclic hardening can readily occur in annealed TWIP steels, particularly when the grain size is large, the fatigue limit tends to correlate better with the ultimate tensile strength [131]. For coarse grain sizes from 5-25 µm, the fatigue limit is 0.45-0.50 UTS. For fine grains, <3 µm, the fatigue limit is closer to 0.60 UTS. Due to the Hall-Petch effect, the UTS of the fine grain TWIP steels is also higher [127]. The influence of microalloying on fatigue of TWIP steels has not been reported.

Clearly, the understanding of the fundamental fatigue behavior of TWIP steels is lacking and still under debate in the TWIP steel community. In fact, Bouaziz et al. [1] emphasize the need for future investigations on the fatigue properties of TWIP steels. In particular, the interaction between fatigue and the strengthening mechanisms other than twinning needs to be addressed since twinning does not seem to play as great of a role in fatigue life based on the limited studies conducted. These mechanisms include solid solution hardening and SRO effect, the DSA effect, precipitate hardening, planar glide and dissociation of dislocations due to low SFE, and kinematic hardening.

Welding reduces the fatigue strength as one might expect. For example, the fatigue strength was reduced from 410 MPa to 210 MPa with spot welding of TWIP steels [129]. To improve the fatigue resistance of welds, protocols that either reduced the tensile residual stresses resulting from welding or post-weld treatments to induce compressive residual stresses at the critical notch sites have been shown to be beneficial [133]. In fact, inducing a compressive residual stress is most effective in steels having higher strength. Changing the weld geometry or grinding the weld seemed to be less beneficial than controlling the residual stresses via a post-weld treatment. For example, the magnitude of residual stresses in butt joints formed by laser welding of TWIP steels is near half the initial yield strength of TWIP steels, compressive in the base metal and tensile in the FZ [122].

The fatigue behavior of spot welds in the tensile-shear weld geometry does not depend on whether the sheet steel is galvanized or bare [133]. As a starting point for exploring the weld fatigue behavior, a protocol for testing welded sheet steel specimens is provided in Lawrence et al. [133] with welding parameters for TWIP steels suggested in Cornette et al. [118].
Fig. 16. Evolution of the microstructure of a TWIP steel illustrating the evolution of the microstructure under monotonic and cyclic loading [47]. Reprinted with permission from Elsevier.

3.6.3 Environmentally-assisted cracking (EAC)

Few investigations on the environmentally-assisted cracking behavior of TWIP steels are found in the open literature [1, 134]. Yet it is well known that delayed fracture can occur in deep drawn parts made from TWIP steels as shown in Fig. 17. The susceptibility of TWIP steels to delayed fracture, which occurs in unstable austenitic stainless steels, needs to be understood [1, 18, 41, 64]. Drivers of delayed fracture include high tensile residual stress, the presence of martensitic phases in the microstructure of pressed parts, and the presence of hydrogen, since it is also likely related to a hydrogen embrittlement process [18]. Because the strength of deformed TWIP steel is large after monotonic deformation, the residual stresses will also be large after forming. This makes these steels more susceptible to hydrogen-induced delayed fracture and stress corrosion cracking, two forms of EAC. The cracking can occur in as-pressed parts with time without any load applied, driven solely by the residual stresses, and can be promoted by certain atmospheres such as salt water. A recent study suggests that Fe-18Mn-1.5Al-0.6C is relatively immune to hydrogen embrittlement [134]. Since TWIP steels are uniquely positioned between austenitic stainless steels (TWIP steels have austenitic structure) and martensitic carbon steel (TWIP steels have comparable strengths), the occurrence of hydrogen embrittlement is conceivable [1].
3.7 Challenges in Adopting

Introducing new materials with a unique set of desirable properties will often provide a competitive advantage. Recently discovered TWIP steels possess a unique set of properties including high strength coupled with high ductility (Fig. 1) while maintaining the high collision energy absorption at a competitive cost (Fig. 2). This set of properties allows lighter weight designs to improve operational energy efficiency. One of the main challenges in adopting TWIP steels is simply aggregating the understanding of the mechanical properties and the structure-property relationships so that design engineers will have no reservations in adopting these steels. Furthermore, this information will promote the increase in use of the steel, further reducing the cost and providing additional understanding and tools to engineers to make their designs more efficient.

One issue with TWIP steels is that several currently on the market have relative low initial yield strength and that the high tensile strengths are only available after considerable straining of the material [18]. Even in press forming, these large strains are rarely achieved except in highly localized regions. One possibility to overcome this challenge is cold rolling TWIP steels to develop strength-elongation classes based on a single composition [18]. However, this may strongly reduce the sheet formability [1]. Applying a recovery and partial recrystallization treatment on these cold-rolled sheets to increase the
formability while maintain higher initial yield strength looks promising with the drawback that the mechanical properties will likely be sensitive to small temperature variations posing a problem with regard to robustness in a production setting [1, 135]. Interestingly, recrystallation does not reduce the texture of cold-rolled sheets [1]. Grain size refinement can also help, thought the practical limit in production may be 2.5 μm reported for the Fe-22Mn-0.6C grade [1]. Another possibility is to alloy the TWIP steel to increase the initial yield strength, for example, through fine precipitate hardening [48]. This latter seems appealing since the alloying additions are typically small (<1%). This is an area where computational materials design tools could be used to help develop new alloys.

The PLC phenomenon must be avoided during press forming since this may lead to inhomogeneous deformation resulting in surface defects on formed parts. If the PLC band formation is caused by DSA, then one possibility is to avoid the strain and strain rate regime when DSA is active since the critical strain increases with strain rate. Interestingly, the PLC phenomenon is reported to not be observed in formed parts even when it is observed in tensile tests [58], suggesting the constraint and biaxial loading state also need to be taken into consideration [32] similar to the necking phenomena in thin sheets being controlled by mainly by the constraint effect associated with the stress state [136].

In automotive body applications, TWIP steels will likely be combined with ferritic steel grades. TWIP steels have lower thermal conductivity and higher thermal expansion than ferritic grades. Both properties need to be considered when combining these steels, often by welding, in an application [18]. The concern of delayed fracture as noted in the previous section remains.

The low productivity and limited facilities that can process TWIP steels has also hindered the commercialization [41]. The cost is also a concern, but the feasibility study described in section 2 suggests that the benefits of the improved performance (i.e., reduction in weight, crash energy absorption, fewer manufacturing steps by forming parts in one step, etc.) far outweigh the added cost.

4. Fundamental Research Needs

This review study indicates that the main roadblock in adopting TWIP steels may simply be the lack of a critical mass of understanding on the mechanical behavior of these innovative alloys, particularly on the part of the automotive design engineers. Three key technologies need to be developed: (1) An understanding of the influence of microstructure and process steps on the deformation and fracture behavior of TWIP steels, (2) constitutive models that capture the TWIP steel behavior and can be used in perform design analyses, and (3) an understanding of the influence of weld microstructure on strength and fatigue properties. This lack of understanding has hindered investment in full-scale productivity critical for reducing cost [41].

To further the understanding of TWIP steels, there is a need to accurately simulate complex forming operations including the prediction of exact shapes, material flow, thinning.
When surface is rough, failure occurs with tensile tests following ASTM E338 preparation with milling giving greatest ductility with condition. The ductility of uniaxial tension specimens is affected by the specimen edges, is a concern that needs to be addressed so manufacturing process can be adjusted to minimize this sensitivity. This latter issue has been recently systematically studied by Chung et al. [116] who confirmed that TWIP steels are highly sensitive to the surface condition. The ductility of uniaxial tension specimens is affected by the specimen preparation with milling giving greatest ductility while punching and water-jet cutting reducing ductility by 30-35\% [116]. Chung et al. [116] also performed V-shape notch tensile tests following ASTM E338-03 to investigate the sensitivity of ductility to notches. When surface is rough, failure occurs without strain localization (i.e., necking), which is a
concern. Hole expansion tests can be used to evaluate edge stretchability. Notch sensitivity will likely affect the HCF behavior too.

The Forming Limit Diagrams for TWIP steels cannot be predicted using conventional theories of diffuse necking or localized necking [116]. Hence, the fracture behavior of TWIP steels needs to be better understood to improve the fracture criteria used in these predictions. In tensile tests, the final fracture of initiates in a PLC band resulting in slant fracture [58, 139], but it must be made clear that this observation is only valid for uniaxial tension and that the fracture behavior may be different under bi-axial loading [1].

The mechanisms and properties of TWIP steel under HCF and LCF in both as-received and pre-strained condition representative of a deep-drawing operation need to be understood better. For metal working and crash simulations, dynamic mechanical properties for strain rates of the order of $10^0$ to $10^3$ 1/s, particularly for alloys containing higher carbon (>0.5 wt.% C), is needed.

Recent studies suggest that the twinning does not occur under fatigue deformation, yet the fatigue properties are still enhanced. However, the influence of notches on fatigue is a concern since TWIP steels appear to be more notch sensitive than other AHSS. The use of ECCI to study microstructural changes associated with fatigue may provide insights similar to the insights between the interactions of dislocation cells and deformation twinning.

It is important to accurately predict the residual stresses and then study how these residual stresses influence delayed fracture. The surface condition, which has already been shown to affect ductility, will likely be important in predicting fatigue and delayed fracture.
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